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Tim Buckley, 8 March 2022
Coal Power Plants Are Becoming Stranded Assets: Whether in Developed Markets or Increasingly in Emerging Markets

I provide this report in response to the invitation from the Independent Planning Commission (IPC) for further submissions on the ‘Additional Material’ provided by Whitehaven Coal and the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) in response to the public hearing for the Narrabri Underground Mine Stage 3 Extension Project (SSD 10269) (the Project). Attached to the Whitehaven Coal submission dated 25 February 2022 was a document by Ashurst (Ashurst Response) that included comments on my expert opinion presented to the IPC on 18 February 2022.

The Ashurst Response states that the US coal market has nothing to do with the Asian coal market. While narrowly interpreted this is correct, it clearly misses the point made in my previous expert opinion. That is, that I expect the same economic, technology and policy forces that have driven the 50% collapse in the US coal use in the last decade will most likely happen in Asia over the coming decade. In my opinion, this will take the coal industry by surprise again if it fails to heed the lessons of the US, as with Europe, and assumes other nations like China will abrogate their climate pledges. Figure 1 reproduced from S&P Global Market Intelligence details the forecast rate of coal-fired power plant closures in the US that is equal in the coming six years to the trends of the last six years, with no new coal power plants being built, or even proposed. The direction is clear, and continuing, and in my opinion, this trend is now going global.

**Figure 1: U.S. Coal Capacity Closures by Year (MW)**

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, 10 February 2022
As a very clear guide as to how rapidly and fundamentally the coal industry thinking has changed in recent months, the March 2022 interview with Ian Macfarlane, the chief executive officer of the Queensland Resource Council (QRC) and ex Resources Minister, is telling. Having only four years ago advocated for substantial government subsidies to build new coal fired power plants, Macfarlane now acknowledges that thermal coal use in Australian power generation is likely to soon cease:

“In Queensland, in terms of domestic issues, I’d be realistic and say that domestic coal-fired generation is rapidly approaching the time when it will close and that might be within the decade,”

The Ashurst Response (page 6, 15b) argues the outlook for Asia is different for three reasons:

“The rate of decline, particularly in the STEPS and APS, is faster in advanced economies which have older coal power plants than in emerging market and developing economies. Younger plants, mostly in Asia, currently account for two-thirds of global coal-fired capacity. The construction of new coal-fired power continues in emerging market and developing economies, mainly in China, India and Southeast Asia in the STEPS and APS. Younger and more efficient facilities are the best candidates for retrofitting with carbon capture technologies, and younger plants fitted with such technologies are projected to be the only kinds of facilities still in operation in the NZE in 2040.”

The Ashurst Response (page 7 of their second report) also makes a direct response to my presentation of the 18 February 2022 to the IPC.

I would make three observations in response to the comments in the Ashurst Response.

Firstly, the NSW Government is committed to the Paris Agreement, which accepts the climate science and the collective need to address increasingly extreme weather events of increasing frequency. Ashurst argues (page 36, 110-113) that if we follow “two of the three main WEO 2021 scenarios” (that is, the two scenarios that are based on the failure to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees C), then the coal demand outlook is less negative than under the International Energy Agency’s (IEA’s) Net Zero Emissions (NZE) scenario. In that situation the costs to all of NSW of this collective failure will be dramatically higher than the token $1m the proponent has included (Table ES-13). In my view, a presumption of failure is not an acceptable central scenario that NSW should plan towards.

I have also provided advice on the rapid acceleration of formal coal exit policies and pledges by leading global financial institutions collectively managing US$130 trillion of assets to commit to NZE and limiting warming to 1.5°C. These pledges were made going into the 2021 Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP26) in November 2021, well after the IEA finished their modelling for their Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Roadmap, which was released in May 2021, six months earlier. There was a near doubling of 1.5°C pledges from US$70 trillion in April 2021 to more than US$130 trillion by November 2021. Further, October 2021 saw a seismic shift: by the largest funder of coal power in the world in the last decade, the Chinese Government – who announced it will immediately cease funding new coal abroad, matched three
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days later by the Bank of China. The significance of this dramatic global upscaling of policy and financial support will be incorporated in the IEA WEO 2022 estimates, and hence further material reductions in coal estimates will likely result, everything else being equal.

Secondly, the philosophy of the Paris Agreement is based on the principle of “Common But Differentiated Responsibilities”. Having accelerated the decline of coal in developed nations like Western Europe (the World Bank illustrates the total phase out of coal power in Greece by 2028), the USA and Australia, the World Bank and Asian Development Bank (ADB) agreed at COP26 to now work towards a developing country plan of accelerated closure of newer coal fired power plants. This program of new work is termed the “energy transition mechanism (ETM)”, aiming to acquire and accelerate the closure of newer coal power plants well ahead of their engineering useful life, replacing their electricity generation with new renewable energy infrastructure built ahead of the early closure of the coal plant. At COP26 in Glasgow, the ADB, along with Indonesia and the Philippines, launched the ETM Southeast Asia Partnership which aims to retire 5-7 coal-fired power stations in those countries in the coming years. The ADB summarises this public-private partnership:

“ETM will help unlock or “crowd in” investments in cost-effective renewable generation and support and enable technologies such as smart grids, hydrogen, electric vehicles, and other clean technologies.”

Far from Japan continuing its historical approach as one of the largest global providers of government capital subsidies to new coal fired power plants across greater Asia over the last decade, Japan has pledged to cease new coal power plant financing. Further, the Japanese Government’s Vice-Minister for International Affairs at the Ministry of Finance of Japan, Mr Masato Kanda, states how this pilot could be ramped up:

“ETM is a transformative, blended-finance approach that seeks to retire existing coal-fired power plants on an accelerated schedule and replace them with clean power capacity. The mechanism will comprise two multibillion-dollar funds: one devoted to early retirement or repurposing of coal-fired power plants on an accelerated timeline, and the other focused on new clean energy investments in generation, storage, and grid upgrades. It is envisioned that multilateral banks, private institutional investors, philanthropic contributions, and long-term investors will provide capital for ETM.”

Thirdly, the Ashurst Response claims young coal fired power plants in Asia are the best candidates for retrofitting with carbon capture and storage (CCS). This argument entirely fails to be grounded in any supporting evidence, given there are no coal-fired power plants anywhere in Asia that are operating with CCS, and there are none that have even reached final investment decision (FID). There are no coal-fired power plants operating with CCS anywhere in the world in 2022 except for a single subscale 120MW unit of one plant in Canada (Boundary Dam), and there the Chief Executive Officer recently confirmed that the company was not considering applying this failed and massively subsidised CCS.
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technology to a second coal unit.\textsuperscript{14} In my opinion, seismic activity across many parts of Asia (the Ring of Fire\textsuperscript{15}) preclude serious consideration of CCS, which is considered to have a high probability of triggering even more earthquakes\textsuperscript{16} thereby rendering CO\textsubscript{2} sequestration entirely ineffective in this region. Evidence of increased earthquakes can be seen from the United States of America, which is already using this technology for Carbon Capture Use and Storage (CCUS) – otherwise known as Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR).\textsuperscript{17}

The assumption that coal plants that have been approved but not yet built will add to coal demand, and that existing coal plants across greater Asia will continue to operate for their useful life, unaffected by policy, financial and technology changes, is a forecast by Ashurst. In my expert opinion, recent events such as the accelerated closure timetable of the 2.88GW Eraring coal-fired power plant 7 years ahead of previous guidance suggest there is nothing “baked in” and immutable, particularly as extreme weather events keep compounding the economic costs of ignoring the climate science in the face of the growing evidence, a situation presumed to continue in the Ashurst Response (page 7).

The Ashurst Response (page 7, 15e) also states the Project’s coal is high quality in terms of energy content or calorific value (CV), but the Ashurst Response puts entirely aside that NSW thermal coal is also high ash content relative to global seaborne market averages, lowering its quality. The Ashurst Response states that “there is a real likelihood that coal sourced from elsewhere to meet demand will be of inferior quality”. The Project’s coal is equal in quality to the NSW average, so this statement ignores the real likelihood that the coal will be sourced from other existing NSW coal mines, and therefore, any substitution will be for coal equal in quality.

**Cost-Benefit Analysis**

The revised cost-benefit analysis provided by the proponent makes assumptions that NSW will only bear a 32% share of Australia’s costs of climate change from Scope 1 & 2. It ignores and downplays the reality that the NSW is currently bearing massive economic and societal loss from climate change now (floods across Northern NSW nearly wiping out Lismore and other regions) whilst the benefits are in large part privatised to the shareholders the proponent – which is largely owned by foreign institutions and foreign individuals (such as Fritz Kundrun, the largest shareholder in Whitehaven Coal\textsuperscript{18}). In considering the Project benefits, the cost-benefit analysis failed to remove the non-NSW share of Project net producer surplus. In my view, the net benefit analysis should give reduced weight to the private foreign gains being made relative to the significant and unquantified public NSW and wider Australian costs borne by climate change and the more frequent, more extreme weather events it is causing. The economic costs of climate change from the failure to curtail new and extended fossil fuel developments will, in my opinion, be well beyond any historic estimates. The intergenerational impact should not be ignored, or trivialised – these economic costs are real, dramatic and increasing, if hard to value. The IEA uses a real CO\textsubscript{2} price of US$250/t by 2050, that is a good starting point in my expert opinion.
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